
30th November 2020 

New Glossop Fell Race 
Approximately 22 miles, 4,000 feet.  Years Active 1994 (+1996?). 

Information courtesy of Nev McGraw, Frank Fielding and Bill Buckley…. 

The New Glossop Fell Race was hosted by Glossopdale Harriers in 1994, and (possibly) again in 1996, 

before gaining permissions for the route became insurmountable.  The 1994 race (results attached) 

was won by Glossopdale Harrier Adrian Jones, and in a very speedy time of 3 hours 22 minutes.  The 

first lady home was Jane Searle of Dark Peak Fell Runners in 4 hours 15 minutes. 

This is a fantastic run out, and has sparked much debate as to which is the better race route 

between the Old and New Glossop Fell Races.  Without doubt, both are great, but which do you 

prefer? 

Checkpoints for New Glossop Fell Race… 

• Turning Circle      046 948* 

• Shelf Stones (Higher Shelf Trig)    089 948 

• Alport Low (West End Trig)   129 932 

• Alport Castles (Birchen Hat Intersection)  142 916 

• Blackden Clough (Wall Corner)   131 893** 

• Seal Edge (Top of Blackden)   116 884 

• The Edge (Mushroom, Fairbrook Naze)  096 896 

• Snake Path (footbridge)    092 907 

• Ashop Moor (Unnamed clough past Within) 073 907 

• Pennine Way (Summit of Flags, Moss Castle) 069 915 

• Drs. Gate (Old Woman)    089 934 

• Glossop                                046 948* 

*In line with most other local challenges, and to avoid the roads where possible, the start finish is 

moved to the Turning Circle at the end of Shepley Street.  The original start finish was a few hundred 

metres away in Manor Park 041 946. 

**This checkpoint is moved a few hundred metres to the wall corner at the bottom of Blackden 

Clough.  The original position of this checkpoint was on the snake pass road 130 895, with the 

original route going from Alport to Blackden along the Snake Road itself.  Owing to the lack of 

pavement along this ½ mile stretch and the obvious danger, for would-be repeaters of the route, the 

Snake Road is deemed out of bounds.  The alternative is to take the slightly more convoluted way to 

Blackden via the wall trod from Upper Ashop Farm.   

The map that follows gives a suggested route. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 


